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Members of staff at UCD Career Development Centre see enhancing personal attributes and constructs 
such as self-efficacy, self-confidence and self-esteem as core to the success of work undertaken.  We 
believe students in possession of heightened self-confidence, self-efficacy and self-esteem are more 
likely to actively engage in the student experience through involvement in clubs, societies and sports, to 
volunteer, to adopt active and independent learning strategies, to be confident in career and life decision 
making and to develop skills and attributes employers seek and which future leaders need.

CareerEdge: The Key to Employability (Dacre-Pool, L., and Sewell, P. 2007)

A New Approach for UCD Career Development Centre. 

CareerEdge: 

Dacre-Pool, L. and Sewell, P. (2007). The Key to Employability: Developing a Practical Model of Student Employability. 
Education and Training, vol.49., 4, pp277-289
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Welcome 
from the UCD Director of Career  
Development and Skills 
The past year has been the busiest yet since I started working at UCD in August 
2009.  I have the pleasure of working with a team of people who support each other, 
demonstrate tenacity, dedication and determination to succeed every day.  I was 
particularly pleased that this team effort was recognised by our peers in April 2016 
when UCD Career Development Centre was presented with “Highly Commended” 
status in the Association of Higher Education Careers Services National Employability 
Awards. The award was presented at the 2016 Graduate Recruitment Awards Gala 
organised by Gradireland.  

Further endorsement followed when, in July 2016, the Trendence Graduate Barometer 
was published.  Trendence surveyed 1574 UCD students from across UCD (inc. Michael 
Smurfit Graduate Business School).  Students rated the Career Development Centre 
(Belfield and Smurfit) as a “green star” student support, the highest satisfaction rating 
possible. Across Ireland, students reported a satisfaction level of 66.7% with career 
consultation and career advice services. UCD scored a satisfaction level of 74.9%.

Using research and data to inform how we develop, deliver and enhance services 
remains important to us and I replicate the CareerEDGE model in this report for the 
third consecutive year to illustrate the link between our professional practice and 
academic research.  Using CareerEDGE has allowed staff to appreciate and assimilate 
the breadth of what makes a student employable.  While the importance of effective 
CV’s and performance across graduate recruitment and selection remains critical, 
we have a focus on enhancing students’ skill development, self-efficacy and self-
confidence.  These, we see, as the building blocks for success in life at University and 
beyond.

During the 2015/16 year, we introduced regular impact meetings.  Meetings provided 
a forum for all staff (irrespective of grade or role) to map their work onto the 
CareerEDGE, illustrating the impact of the entire team.  We developed impact pillars 
to help us better evaluate what we do:

 » Enhanced knowledge, Enhanced competency, Increased self-confidence and 
Satisfaction.

 » Impact meetings have helped us evaluate and enhance our provision to clients 
and reinforced the position that we achieve success as a team.  

In March 2016, I attended the invitation only Global Career Leaders’ Summit.  
Bringing together 100 senior leaders from Italy, Australia, UK and USA, two days of 
discussions, workshops and presentations facilitated the exchange of practice, ideas 
and networks across continents.  UCD was the only Irish Careers Service to receive a 
direct invitation to attend this event.  The impact meetings attracted much attention 
from my international peers and, as far as I am aware, have made their way to at least 
one University Career Service in Australia.  

In conclusion, this has been another busy and exciting year for all staff at the Centre 
and we look forward to much more next year.  Thank you for taking time to read this 
report that I hope is helpful.     

David

Dr David Foster

UCD Director of Career Development and Skills,  
Director, UCD Career Development Centre
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• Workplace, Networking and Opportunities: In 
partnership with academic colleagues and global 
recruiters, the Corporate Finance and Corporate Law 
Study Visits to the City of London afford students 
an opportunity to access the workplace, develop 
workplace skills and competencies, grow labour market 
and occupational awareness and network effectively.  
Each year 40 students from UCD Lochlann Quinn 
School of Business and UCD Sutherland School of Law 
avail of these excellent programmes.

• Skills-for-Working-Life is similar to the London trips 
but brings employers onto campus to deliver a series of 
interactive skills workshops.  Sessions require students 
to participate and while not graduate recruitment 
events in themselves, they afford many networking 
opportunities and we now have graduates who found 
their job through the programme returning to the 
classroom as facilitators.

All of the above programmes lead to the award of a non-
credit bearing Certificate that appears on students’ Diploma 
Supplement or to the Professional Recognition Award, a 
national award. 

To achieve our goals, we design interactions around the 
CareerEDGE model in partnership with faculty and staff 
at UCD, with graduate recruiters and with alumni.  By 
bringing the range of experiences to bear on the educational 
process, interventions are varied, thought provoking and 
developmental.  Delivered in different ways, we aim to 
provide variety and maximise student engagement:  

• Skills, Competencies and Reflection: The City 
and Guilds Professional Recognition Award (PRA) 
is offered to students undertaking co-curricular 
activities such as Volunteering Overseas or non-credit 
bearing internships.  By evidencing six work-related 
competencies: Commitment to Professional Standards, 
Communication and Information Management, 
Leadership, Professional development, Working with 
Others and Managing Customer Relationships and 
producing a reflective account, students meeting the 
requirements gain a recognised level 6 qualification.

• Career Exploration, Clarity and Development: Not all 
students know, at an early stage, which career they will 
enter when they graduate.  Many face the problem of 
having to choose from so many career options.  This is 
particularly true in areas such as arts, humanities and 
social sciences where we have introduced a facilitated 
career development mentoring programme.  This 
programme runs in partnership with the UCD School 
of English, Drama and Film, UCD School of History and 
UCD School of Archaeology and UCD Alumni Relations.  
Matching students to alumni of their discipline, 
students explore a career of interest and learn more 
about the field itself, working life in general and what it 
takes to succeed in the area.  

The Educational Experience
Employability Skills, Self-Efficacy and Self-Confidence

The Career Development Centre enhances students’ employability skills through 
a series of services, events and interactive learning experiences.  The end result 
is that students become adept at recognising, enhancing and articulating the 
skills, abilities and competencies they possess, applying them to other contexts 
such as further study, employment and life in general. 

Section 1: 1
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Career Development 
Mentoring
“I don’t have one clear career 
idea of what I wish to do but am 
now more aware of my options 
and have a few possible career 
paths to consider.  I received 
valuable, practical advice from 
my mentor and discovered how 
important it is gain experience 
in order to appear attractive to 
employers and succeed in my 
chosen career.”
(Career Development Mentoring)  

Corporate Study Visits to 
the City of London
“I developed networking skills 
and became more confident in 
asking questions.  I got a sense 
of whether London was for me 
and overall I now feel more 
motivated to explore my career 
prospects” 
(Corporate & Commercial Law 
Study Visit participant)

“I would recommend the 
Professional Recognition Award 
to other students.  It helped me 
to see my experience in terms of 
the skills I was developing and 
the process helped me to reflect 
on the overall experience in this 
context.”
(PRA candidate)  

Skills for Working Life
“I took part in the UCD Skills for 
Working Life in my final year.  It 
was an invaluable experience- 
we had the chance to speak 
one-on-one with recruiters from 
top companies.  Each week 
covers a different practical topic, 
from preparing for interview to 
how to search for jobs using 
Linkedin. I would recommend 
it to anyone who needs a 
confidence boost as regards 
finding a job after graduation.” 
(Skills for Working Life 
participant)

Student Engagement and Feedback

Table 1: Non-Credit Bearing Certificates and Awards
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Modules in Personal and Professional Development (PPD)
Building PPD into existing modules or developing stand- 
alone credit bearing modules has been a success, allowing 
Career and Skills Consultants to engage large numbers of 
UCD students through bespoke interventions.  Whether 
a 5-credit module or integrated sessions within existing 
modules, interventions revolve around familiar CareerEDGE 
themes:

• Self- awareness and exploration- occupational interests, 
type dynamic indicators and emotional intelligence and 
aptitudes.

• Skills development in areas such as leadership, team 
work and networking skills.

• Career development learning, that is, labour market 
and opportunity awareness, effective management of 
application, recruitment and selection processes.

Since 2010, the Career Development Centre has delivered 
stand- alone elective modules for students in the UCD 
School of Psychology and UCD School of Information and 
Communication.  In 2015/16 I was pleased to partner with 
the Principal of the UCD College of Science and introduce 
a blended learning elective module for students in Science. 
Given demand, this module will now be offered in both 
semesters during 2016/17.

Internships
UCD Career Development Centre supports School 
and College based Internship Managers and oversees 
the implementation of the UCD Academic Internships 
Framework across the University. This entails engaging staff 
across all of the UCD Colleges in disseminating best practice 
on:
• Developing and integrating internships into the 

curriculum.
• Managing and administering internships.
• Developing systems that support internship processes 

such as an on-line CRM to manage vacancies, offers and 
acceptances.

• Advising the UCD Registrar and Internship Academic 
Steering Committee on matters relating to emerging 
themes in the literature around work related learning 
and ensuring continuous quality improvement.

Student engagement and feedback
This past year saw an increase in the number of students 
taking bespoke, 5-credit modules in personal and 
professional development due to the new offering in 
Science.  Career & Skills Consultants have embedded other 
work into existing modules and the stats relating to this 
is represented in the table showing numbers of groups 
sessions delivered in a table below.
Students registered to modules in Personal and 
Professional Development  

2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16

600 600 200 80 163

Lectures and Workshops within the Curriculum

2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16

66 85 132 185 196
 

During 2015/16, Career & Skills Consultants reached out to 
8325 students by embedding sessions within UCD Schools 
(up from 7697 in 2014/15).

Section 2:
In the Curriculum

2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

66 85 132 185

2
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“I just want to inform you that I have secured a full time 
analyst role for the 2016 graduate programme at JP Morgan. 
I wanted to share this news with you because I feel the 
MSc Biotechnology and Business course has helped me 
tremendously in securing this position. In particular I would like 
to stress how valuable the career development module was in 
assisting me in my job application preparation, especially with 
regards to the mock interview assessment which I felt was a 
very beneficial exercise.  Overall I want to share my delight 
with this course and will for certain be an advocate for this 
course to anyone interested in applying.” (Graduate Student, 
Biotechnology and Business)

“I recently finished up my Masters in UCD and I’m just 
writing to say thanks for the support you provided when 
I was looking for advice on my personal statement, as 
I was applying for an internship at NASA. I ended up 
getting the internship! The advice you gave me for my 
personal statement, as well as for my CV, was a big 
factor, as it really improved both a lot. In fact, I spoke 
to one of the organizers and he explicitly told us that a 
lot of applications were dismissed because the personal 
statements weren’t of a high quality. That could well 
have been me!” (Graduate Student, Physics) 

 “I took your module in Personal and Professional 
Development last year. The content we learned in 
class and the advice you gave has really helped me-
especially the interview tips and linkedin advice. Since 
graduating from UCD, I secured a marketing internship 
with a successful start-up company and also studying 
digital marketing part-time in order to be sure if I 
want to undertake a Masters in this area. I just wanted 
to let you know that your module has really stood 
to me and I really enjoyed it” (Information & Social 
Computing and Sociology graduate)  

6 PB
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Section 3: 
The Student Experience:
Career Coaching and Guidance

Being able to reflect on abilities, interests, values, 
personality and aptitudes is seen as critical to effective 
career decision making and planning.  For the knowledge, 
skills and competencies developed through programmes to 
be applied effectively to career planning, access to coaching 
and guidance is essential.  While we reach more students 
through group work, there is significant demand for career 
coaching as indicated below.  While a small reduction in 
the number of students receiving such support has been 
recorded this year,  demand for this remains incredibly high 
and is difficult to meet.  

Table 4: Provision of Career Coaching and Career Guidance

Student Feedback and Impact Student 
Feedback and Impact Statements:

“The Career Development Centre was a fantastic 
help to me with my CV and cover letter and I would 
recommend paying them a visit prior to sending out 
any job applications” (Science student) 
 
“I organised an appointment at the Career 
Development Centre via their website.  I was able 
to go through my CV and with their help could put 
my best self forward on paper.  Confident with 
my redeveloped CV, I applied for internships and 
following interviews was offered two positions 
with a potential graduate job in the pipeline.  The 
Centre helped ensure my hopes of working in 
digital marketing were realised and I would highly 
recommend using their services when applying for 
jobs and internships”  
(Social Science student).

“I have spoken to you on a number of occasions 
during the professional career development 
component of my MSc Business and Biotechnology. 
Yesterday I received news that I’ve gained a place on 
the Pfizer Graduate Programme. I wanted to extend 
my gratitude as your advice and career development 
seminars had a direct impact on my success at the 
interviews”  
(Graduate Science Student).

“I have benefitted immensely from the UCD Career 
Development Centre’s advice and continuous support 
after graduation.  This has been invaluable and is 
available to all UCD students and recent graduates.  
The guidance and coaching sessions with the Career 
& Skills Consultants helped a lot in preparing for my 
interviews and in my success in receiving a job offer 
with Accenture”  
(Graduate Student)  

(UCD student).

3
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“Dawn Meats is one of the leading beef and lamb 
processors in Europe.  The company employs 2700 
people in production facilities in Ireland, UK and 
France and in sales and marketing offices positioned 
throughout Europe. One of the contributing factors 
to our growth and success … in particular is the 
ability to hire ambitious, talented graduates from 
all disciplines who can grow with our company into 
positions of responsibility in areas of: procurement, 
production, planning, purchasing, engineering, 
finance, sales and marketing. Each year, UCD 
students continue to impress…” (Larry Keena, Group 
HR Manager, Dawn Group)   

“At Jones Day, we look for individuals who stand 
out from the crowd and who will thrive on the early 
responsibility afforded by our unique, non-rotational 
training programme which develops global lawyers 
fast.  We have several UCD alumni amongst our future 
trainees, current lawyers and partners, and hope 
for more, because we find that UCD students and 
graduates come armed not only with the necessary 
academic and analytical excellence but also with many 
of the key qualities and skills we require. These include 
excellent communication and relationship-building 
skills, self-confidence alongside self-awareness, 
creativity with a healthy dose of common sense when 
solving commercial problems, and proactive leadership 
skills and ambitions. We invite UCD Law students 
annually (via UCD’s fantastic careers service) in March 
to our London offices, but we encourage applications 
from UCD students and graduates across disciplines 
(not just law).  We offer 80 annual opportunities to 
final year students and graduates through our two-
week placement schemes from which we recruit almost 
all our trainees. Applications open 1 September each 
year and close the following January - Apply early!” 
(Diana Spoudeas, Graduate Recruitment Manager, 
Jones Day, LLP)
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Section 4: 
Creating Connections:  
Labour Market, Opportunity Awareness and Networking

No matter what we do as a Centre, all events, services and 
interventions educate students about working life, about 
job roles and introduce employers to talented students.  A 
range of sectoral Recruitment Fairs forms a backbone to 
facilitate intern and graduate recruitment all exhibitors 
must be offering bona fide career opportunities to offer.  A 
complementary programme of recruitment presentations, 
workshops and Recruiter-In-Residence days is organised, 
operating from September-April each academic year.  In 
addition, employers promote vacancies through the Career 
Development Centre’s vacancy portal and the reach of 
UCD Career Development Centre into the national and 
international job markets is considerable.

Working with employers informs our professional practice 
as it is critical, when working with students and staff at UCD 
that we are up-to-date with the latest developments and 
trends in recruitment and selection, student employability 
and job search.  Understanding the skills and competencies 
employers seek and knowing how these are to be deployed 
in the workplace makes a critical contribution to the impact 
UCD Career Development Centre has on the student 
experience.

We rely heavily on support from employers without 
whom we could not deliver the breadth of work currently 
undertaken and I extend sincere thanks to:

• LIDL who sponsored the 2015 Business, Finance and 
Management Recruitment Fair, 

• Clyde & Co who sponsored the 2016 Corporate & 
Commercial Law Study Visit to London,

•  KPMG who sponsored the Centre’s Open Day which 
attracted over 800 students.

The graduate recruitment market, nationally and 
internationally continues to improve and the Career 
Development Centre has recorded consistent high-levels of 
student attendance at UCD Recruitment Fairs.  Fairs have 
been very well received by recruiters also with feedback 
often suggesting that UCD Recruitment Fairs are amongst 
the best in Ireland.

Attendance at Recruitment Fairs 2015/16

Recruitment Event Exhibitors Students

Business, Management and Finance 56 1299

Science, Engineering and Technology 50 1643

Legal Careers 32 517

Internships and Volunteering 38 910

Totals 176 4369

In addition to Recruitment Fairs, we engaged more with 
employers, leading to:

• 2561 graduate and internship vacancies being loaded 
directly by recruiters to the vacancy portal on Careers 
Connect (up from 2359 in 2015).

• 642 new employers registered on Careers Connect (562 
in 2014/15).

• 106 employer led workshops and recruitment 
presentations were organised by UCD Career 
Development Centre that were attended by some 2000 
students (118 events in 2014/15, attended by 1266 
students).  

UCD graduates, in the main, are employed in Ireland as 
indicated in the annual First Destination Return.  However,  
a number do move to work overseas and apart from Ireland 
(inc. Northern Ireland), most UCD graduates go to Great 
Britain, United States of America, Germany, China, Canada, 
France, Vietnam, New Zealand, Spain, Australia, United Arab 
Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Netherlands, India  and Switzerland 
in that order. 

4
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During 2015/16, UCD Career Development Centre saw more 
growth in student engagement with on-line resources and 
a broad range of career information and supports such as 
aptitude tests are available 24/7 through our website.  The 
Centre makes use of a CRM called Careers Connect which 
helps staff manage the interface with user groups such as 
students and employers and social media has proved an 
invaluable tool in reaching out to students.  

Web & Social Media
Career Development Centre facebook likes rose by 18.8% to 
10732 and our Twitter channel has 4908 likes, an increase of 
26.2% on last year.

25109 unique visitors made use of the Career Development 
Centre website from 134 countries, an increase of 21%.

5385 visitors read 10800 pages on, Career Focus, the 
Centre’s blog.

1057 people connected with us through a new linkedin 
account introduced in 2015/16.

Finding jobs on-line
A total of 2561 vacancies were posted on the Centre’s 
searchable vacancy portal and 642 new employers 
registered with the Career Development Centre. New 
employer registration rose from 562 the previous year and 
the Centre we has some 3250 employers registered to use 
our vacancy portal on Careers Connect.

Staff at the Career Development Centre is particularly 
pleased to see continued growth across the use of the 
Career Development Centre website, social media channels 
and further growth in employer engagement and vacancy 
notifications.

969 people accessed Vault, a repository of employer 
rankings, sector career guides and internship and career 
opportunities in business and science and engineering. 

Clients accessed 4412 pages, carried our 581 searches and 
accessed 98 sector guides during 2015/16.

International Opportunities
UCD Career Development Centre subscribes to on-line 
resources that help students plan and execute career plans 
to live and work overseas.  During 2015/16, 2150 students 
made use of the CEI database of internships in the USA (up 
from 1966 in 2014/15).  CEI is a non-profit making, non-
governmental organisation providing access to information 
and advice to students on interning in the USA.

In addition, 7068 students accessed information and advice 
on Going Global- a leading provider of information, advice 
and support for students seeking international careers.  

Exploring Values, Interests, personality 
and aptitudes on-line
UCD Career Development Centre subscribes to Team 
Focus’s Profiling for Success aptitude tests, inventories and 
indicators.  Students complete these on-line and receive an 
expert report direct to their email address:

Student Engagement

2014/15 2015/16

Abstract Reasoning Skills 2 286 346

Careers Interest Inventory 429 343

Learning Styles 1 125 252

Numerical Reasoning Skills 2 180 258

Type Dynamic Indicator Form OI 293 383

Values Based Inventory of 
Motivation 1

125 255

Verbal Reasoning Skills 1 117 157

Totals 1555 1994

Section 5: 
UCD Career Development Centre 
On-Line
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6
This year, the Career Development Centre has been involved 
in developing and managing projects that directly impact 
and contribute to the UCD Strategic Plan, enhancing the 
UCD educational and student experience.  These include:

• Curriculum Review and Enhancement.  The Director 
of Career Development and Skills is part of a working 
group working with academic colleagues in reviewing 
and developing the curriculum at UCD.

• Supporting Partnership and Realising Change 
(SPARC).  This initiative is managed from the Career 
Development Centre, bringing together university 
staff and students to work on projects to enhance the 
community and environment.

• Co-Curricular Skills Award.  The University 
Management Team has asked the Director of Career 
Development and Skills to put in place a working 
group tasked with developing a co-curricular award 
for UCD students that will reward engagement in 
citizenship, global outlook an personal and professional 
development.

• Career Development Mentoring.  As reported 
earlier, this initiative is developing within the arts, 
humanities and social sciences and connects students 
to alumni from their discipline.  A structured, facilitated 
mentoring process helps crystallise career thinking, 
facilitates decision-making and career planning and can 
lead to the creation of internship and job opportunities.   

Section 6: 
Strategic Initiatives and Directions

PB 11
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Section 7: 
Supporting Researcher  
Professional and  
Career Development

“We can’t deliver as a 
research intensive community 
without a strong and vibrant 
Postdoc population” 
Prof Orla Feely, VP Research, Innovation and 
Impact 

7
The UCD Career Development Centre works in collaboration 
with UCD HR Learning and Development and the UCD 
Research and Innovation office to design, deliver and 
evaluate a range of bespoke services for the professional 
and career development of UCD Postdoc researchers. 

As far as possible we try to include the Postdocs and their 
mentors, or Principal Investigators in all aspects of service 
development getting their feedback through online surveys 
and ongoing focus-groups.

NEW POSTDOC CAREER 
DEVELOPMENT ONLINE PORTAL
This year, we are happy to say that the inaugural Postdoc-
specific orientation event that took place in 2014, now runs 
four times a year and September 2015 saw the launch of a 
brand new online Career Development portal for Postdocs. 
This system provides a number of reports and online screens 
that gives Postdocs and the Principal Investigators who 
manage them, simple tools to view and record information 
about career development activities - including the 
orientation event, professional training undertaken, and 
development meetings.  Over 100 Postdocs and Principal 
Investigators across all disciplines attended and we are in 
the process of evaluating how well the system is being used 
and what updates can be made it to for next year. 

PB 13
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SYSTEMATICALLY COLLECTING 
FEEDBACK USING EMPLOYABILITY 
CRITERIA 
UCD Research Careers supports include one-to-one 
career coaching, specialist service for competitive 
funding applications and a comprehensive programme 
of events (approx 55 per year) focusing on professional 
and employability skills for researchers - including 
MBTI workshops, professional training in (e.g.) Project 
management and Teaching and Learning and alumni 
Postdoc discussions/ PhD employer round-tables. 

These events are evaluated on an ongoing basis across 
four employability criteria - satisfaction, knowledge, 
confidence, competence.

Every year an online service evaluation is carried out 
to gather feedback from Postdocs and focus groups, 
individual meetings are held with Principal Investigators 
and employers.  

This infographic provides a snapshot of condensed 
feedback from Postdocs for 10 events run in 2015. 

“I couldn’t praise the research careers 
services enough. Engaging with the 
various training and career development 
activities was beneficial in a number 
of ways: It helped develop my skillset 
with regard to the practical aspects of 
my job eg academic writing and project 
management; it also helped developed 
my job seeking and interview skills; 
and it made me pay attention to career 
development and create a career plan. I’m 
moving on to a management position soon 
and the careers service had a big part to 
play in helping me make that happen.”     

Female Postdoc, Life Sciences/ Health, service 
evaluation 2015/16

RESEARCH CAREERS WEEK 2016
In March 2016, the first ever Research Careers week in the 
country was held in UCD. Supported by VP for Research, 
Innovation and Impact Prof Orla Feely and organised by 
Careers and HR Learning & Development, the event was a 
week-long celebration of researcher development across 
disciplines.  With almost 20 events and over 200 attendees 
from both the postdoc and PI communities, topics included 
Mentorship for PIs, Managing Your Research Career, 
Effective Research Funding Searches, Mindfulness for 
Researchers, Improv for Teaching & Presenting. In addition, 
the Local Enterprise Office in Dun Laoghaire sponsored a 
photo competition ‘The Enterprising Researcher’ which had 
30 entrants from postdocs with the winner receiving an 
ipad. 

SOCIAL MEDIA PROFILE
We developed a social media strategy and set up accounts 
on Linkedin (UCD Research Careers, Postdocs) and Twitter 
(@ucdrscareers). In particular, the Research Careers week 
events received extensive coverage and began a reasonable 
followership (i.e. c. 400 and 200 followers respectively). 

Photos from Research Careers week are available to view at 
#ucdrcweek16

Research Skills and Career  
Development Post-Doc feedback 2015
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“It’s very easy for us as experienced 
scientists to forget how hard it is starting off 
as an early career researcher””     

Prof James Cunningham

DEVELOPING RESEARCH CAREERS 
OUTSIDE UCD - AND IRELAND
As a member of a careers professionals task group for 
researchers in Ireland, the UCD Research Careers Manager 
was one of the team who produced a report surveying 
international good practice for doctoral career provision. 
As part of the equivalent task-group in the UK, she was one 
of the team who organised two conferences for careers 

professionals who work with PhD students and Research 
Staff in June 2015 and April 2016 in Warwick, UK. As part of 
the Careers Advisors for Researchers in Europe (CARE) team, 
she also co-delivered a workshop for european researchers 
at the European Science Open Forum (ESOF) conference in 
Manchester, July 2016.

ALUMNI POSTDOC SURVEY
This year we also started to collect information from 
Postdocs as to where they have moved onto once they 
have engaged with the service and finished their contract 
in UCD. As well as taking part in initiatives like industry 
fellowships and collaborations, out of 42 currently 
employed respondents, half have transitioned to roles in a 
public body/ funding agency, to a multi-national company, 
SME or a start-up. Thirty three of them felt that having a 
PhD is necessary/ important for their current role and 31 of 
them felt having project management experience was just 
as important. 

Advice for a new Postdoc? “Start career development early 
and get chances to liaise firmly with industrial partners”. 
Male ex-Postdoc, Biomedical Sciences

We welcome companies interested in finding out about 
being involved in our mock-interview panels, taking part in a 
researcher-PhD recruiter networking session or considering 
the benefits of being involved in an industry fellowship 
initiative to contact us. 
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The UCD Michael Smurfit Graduate Business School 
Career Development & Skills Centre works to increase 
the opportunities available to the students of the School, 
improve their chances in hiring processes for those 
opportunities, and improve the likelihood that these 
students will be a success in the workplace once in a role. 

During the 2015/2016 year, we delivered a range of key 
services using a range of modes of delivery that best suited 
students at the School. 

Student Activities
The Career Development & Skills Centre engages in multiple 
support activities with the students, namely:

• Large Group Activities (Seminars, workshops and 
talks)

• Small Group Activities (2-4 students to an advisor 
and/or employer)

• One-on-One Activities (Career guidance and 
coaching)

This segmentation of activities enables the team to meet 
with the largest number of students possible, whilst 
ensuring the provision of a high quality service which meets 
a cross section of student needs.

Large Group Activities
Focused on a range of audiences, in 2015/2016, we included 
workshops with an industry focus, including: 

• Marketing, Digital Marketing and iBusiness

• Management, Consulting and HRM

• Finance

• Audit/Tax

Selective workshops were also delivered elsewhere on an 
“as needed” basis. A workshop on Creative Job Search was 
given to those not pursing the more traditional graduate 
programmes. 

In recognition of the increasing concentration of the Career 
Development & Skills Centre on the development of 
employability skills amongst the student cohort, the team 
started developing and delivering workshops such as one on 
Presentation Skills to the MSc Energy and Environmental 
Finance and a day and a half of programmes to the CEMS 
MSc in International Business.

One-on-One Activities
The provision of one-on-one guidance or coaching is the 
mainstay of any careers service. Students often feel this 
individual attention is of most value. These appointments 
are 30-45 minutes in length, and tend to cover issues such 
as career choice, tactical approaches to particular industries 
or companies or approaches to application and interview 
processes. 

Appointment Types:

• Smurfit Student: General Career Advice (30 Min)

• Smurfit Student: MBA CV Consultation (45 minute) 

• Smurfit Student: MBA Career Consultation (40 
minute) 

Section 8: 
Career Development & Skills Centre  
UCD Michael Smurfit School of Business

8
1047

Appointments attended  
in 2015-2016
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The MBA programme has a set structure which is tailored 
to the group. Included in this structure are a series of 
workshops which build not only the basic employability 
skills which  are necessary for any job seeker, but also 
develop a higher level of skills which befit future leaders. 
These workshops run include:

• “What got you here…” – Job Search Skills for the 
Next Level

• Executive CV’s

• Career Detective – Finding your Ideal Career

• Career Brainstorming – Using Strengths to Explore 
Career Opportunities

• Social Capital – Viewing your Network Strategically

• Networking – Practical Skills to Build your Network

• Career Action Planning – Establishing a Workable 
Plan for your Post-MBA Job Search

• Communicating your Personal Brand – The 
Application of Storytelling to your Job Search

• Executive Interviewing Skills

These workshops vary between half and full day activities 
and are covered comprehensively so as to not only gain 
skills for the next job, but instead to change the students’ 
perspective on how they actively manage their career 
throughout their lives.

With the MBA Students, small group activities are broken 
down into industry specific activities, with teams of 
individuals who are particularly interested in, for example, 
the consulting, digital media or technology sectors. Alumni 
and other speakers are brought in for informal chats and 
coffee’s to discuss aspects of their industry, the typical roles 
MBA’s undertake etc.

The Service
Particular attention has been paid to the marketing of the 
service in the period September 2015 to December 2016. 
This year the Career Development & Skills team attended 
every day of the orientation to increase awareness of the 
department. The “Career Reps” programme ran for a second 
year, student volunteers were chosen from each class to act 
as a liaison between their programme and the career centre. 
This has been a big success, with the Career Reps not only 
acting as a representative within their class, but actively 
marketing the service, as well as proactively engaging with 
employers to enhance the service provided to their fellow 
students. 

The MBA’s are a different audience when it comes to 
marketing. Most of the communication takes place on a 
face-to-face or email contact. Careers reps are also put in 
place to ensure there is communication both between the 
careers service and the classes, as well as in-between the 
classes themselves.

Employer Engagement:
A key focus of the UCD Michael Smurfit Graduate Business 
School Career Development & Skills Centre is that of 
engaging employers with our students. This takes three 
main forms, that of on campus engagement, off-campus 
engagement and the advertising of roles to our students to 
take up post-graduation.

For the first time this year we hosted a MBA Recruitment 
Fair for our MBA and Executive MBA students, this 
presented our students with an opportunity to visit each 
company stand and speak to Hiring Managers, Directors, 
Operations Managers and Executive Search Consultants 
in relation to current & future opportunities. – Employers 
attending included Apple, Citi, Aer Lingus, KPMG, Enterprise 
Ireland, Grant Thornton, Accenture, CPL Recruitment, SAGE, 
Deloitte and Morgan McKinely. 

Off Campus engagement is something which is growing 
in prominence. Whilst it is, by its nature, only going to 
be open to select groups of students, for those who do 
get to attend in-office events that companies hold, it 
is a significant learning experience. Last year visits took 
place to Facebook, IBM, PwC Accenture, EY, and Microsoft 
welcomed UCD Smurfit School students to their offices. We 
have also encouraged virtual recruitment events such as an 
online career fairs with Johnson & Johnson and for the first 
time a European Virtual MBA Fair which took place in April 
2016 presenting an opportunity for students to explore 
international opportunities. 

On-Campus activities are perhaps the most visible of our 
employer engagement activities with our students, both 
in terms of large, multi-employer recruitment events, 
as well as individual company presentations. Particular 
attention was paid to not only increasing the quantity of 
presentations, but also the quality and variety of industries 
represented. 

Companies were engaged to run the following skills 
seminars, student got an opportunity to engage with key 
Graduate Recruiters developing skills in the following 
workshops; 

• Facebook: Advertisting Skills Seminar followed by 
Q&A about different business roles, projects, career 
path @Facebook with representatives from their 
biggest teams – SMB, Community Operations and 
Global Sales

• Facebook: Empathy at Scale: Community 
Operations Open House @ Facebook Dublin, this 
event was specifically for MBA/ EMBA

• PwC: Management Consulting Insight Event

• IBM: Student / Faculty visit to the IBM Campus
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“The Career & Skills Team at Smurfit 
was very helpful throughout my masters’ 
studies. I attended a number of guidance 
sessions which helped me decide which 
career best suited my abilities and ensured 
my CV was of a high standard” 
(UCD Graduate Student)

Multi-employer events are a core offering of the service. 
The annual UCD Michael Smurfit Graduate Business 
School Career Fairs are well attended by employers and 
students alike. Companies can take part in the Professional 
Services Fair, targeted at accounting and consulting focused 
organisations, many of whom are the School’s biggest 
employers. The General Business Recruitment fair is for all 
other industries who are perhaps seeking a wider profile of 
candidates industries represented included Food & Drink, 
Technology, Aviation Finance, FMCG, Finance Services, 
Retail, Energy, Teleco and Construction

Alongside the two main career fairs, there were further 
industry or programme specific events in 2013-2014, 
such as the Digital Marketing Career Fair , a Supply Chain 
networking event and also a Careers in Consulting employer 
event.

Another method of engagement for the MBA’s is the 
provision of Mock Interviews. Every year invitations are 
sent out to the executive search, recruitment, HR and 
alumni communities to come in to volunteer their time 
interviewing participants of the MBA programme. In 2016 
year over 120 mock interviews were performed with full and 
part time candidates, giving the students an opportunity 
to practice their skills, as well as engaging with the 
organisations involved.

For the first time this year we also ran Mock interview for 
our MSc students this proved very successful and employers 
were very eager to participate in this initiative.

Finally, the MBA mentoring programme with the Full 
Time MBA’s successfully ran again this year. Each student 
was matched with a mentor, typically alumni of the 
programme, who had similar backgrounds or fit with the 
career ambitions of the student. As with any such situation, 
personality clashes etc. can happen, so close management 
of the programme, including the implementation of a 
training programme and reporting system for both the 
students and the mentors was put in place.

Internships: 
Since 2013, responsibility for internships sits with the UCD 
Smurfit School Career Development & Skills Centre. This 
meant that the advertising of wider internships (outside 
of those managed directly by academics themselves) was 
taken care of within the centre and Internship Check-in’s, 
calls and visits to the students and the companies at the 
mid-point of the internship to check on their status, were 
shared with the programme office also. Employers who 
participated this year included

JP Morgan EY

First Derivatives Kerry Group

Apollo Aviation BBH

Bank of Ireland Credit Suisse

Bank of America Merrill Lynch KPMG

Statestreet Avolon

SIG ABN AMRO

Paddy Power LVMH Moet Hennessey

LinkedIn Microsoft

National Irish Bank Salesforce

Destinations Surveying
Every year the HEA requires the third level educational 
institutions perform a survey of their alumni to establish 
their employment destinations post qualification. The 
School also takes part in rankings which also need 
particular data. Every year, therefore, exercises are 
undertaken at different points during the year to satisfy 
requirements.  Our graduates are in high demand; 88.6% of 
the FT class of 2015 were in employment within 3 months 
of graduating from the UCD Smurfit School with a 
further 1.7% in further study or training.  

Peer Schools Engagement
The service is aware that in the international environment 
it engages, it is important that the team are kept up to 
date on best practices in terms of careers delivery. The 
team actively engages with the MBA Career Services and 
Employer Alliance, the Association of Graduate Career 
Advisory Services, the Association of Graduate Recruiters, 
the Association of Higher Education Career Services, 
the CARNET Alliance, and fellow GNAM schools. These 
interactions can be attendance at conferences or through to 
taking leadership roles in the organisations themselves.
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The UCD Career Development Centre Team for 2016/17 is:
UCD Career Development Centre Team

Management 
Team

Dr David Foster
Director of Career 
Development & Skills

Ms Sorcha Mulcahy 
Deputy Director

Career 
Development & 
Skills: Belfield

Ms Sophie Carey
Career & Skills 
Consultant

Mr Mark Cumisky
Career & Skills 
Consultant

Ms Meeta Dutt
Career & Skills 
Consultant

Ms Nicola Fortune
Career & Skills 
Consultant

Ms Edel Caraway
Career & Skills 
Consultant

University 
Internships 
Manager

Dr Teresa Lee
University Internships 
Manager

Career 
Development 
for Post 
Doctoral 
Researchers

Ms Naoimh 
O’Connor
Research Careers 
Manager

Administration 
Team

Ms Christine Penston
(Acting) Employer 
Engagement and 
Operations Manager

James Dowling
Senior Marketing and 
Communications 
Administrator

Ms Rebecca Boyle 
Career Development 
Assistant

Ms Jessica Coyle
Information Assistant

Ms Emma Darmody
Events Assistant

Strategic 
Projects

Ms Elish Carr
Career Development 
Project Manager

Career 
Development 
Team: Smurfit

Ms Cathy Savage
Senior Manager, Career 
Development & Skills

Ms Michelle Coen
Career & Placement 
Manager

Michael McDonnell
Career & Placement 
Manager

Gabriela Chavarria De 
Lorenzo
CEMS Corporate Relations 
Manager/Internships 
Coordinator
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Career Development Centre 
James Joyce Library Building,  

University College Dublin, Belfield, Dublin 4 
Tel: +353 1 716 7574 
Email: careers@ucd.ie  

Web: www.ucd.ie/careers

www.facebook.com/ucdcareers

 
@UCDCareers
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